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Run 947 – April 27th, 2017
Hares : G-Spot, ZZ Stop & Preemie
Location: The Ozarks

Prelube: Sylvan Lake Legion
On On: BuckWildz
Scribe: Sir Mobey’s of Dickus

We don’t usually get warnings about a run – but we all got the e-mail. “This run will be different.” Something about arrows pointing
the wrong way? Arrows seemed to be an area of contention.
Arrow – kind of a weird word if you think about it. Very similar to and sounds like “a row”, which would make sense if it pointed
sideways. But you would think if it pointed up or down it would be “a column”, not arrow? Strange…..(This deep thought was provided
especially for the cookie flashbacks from the 4 20 run.)
So the pre-lube was at the Legion, where I found out the run
was going to be good. Why? Because the hare said it would
be! And we had a scribe. And some other reason that
escapes my memory but I am sure was valid and unbiased.
Because G=Spot (the hare) said it.

We did not need arrows to find the pre-lube or the run start at the Ozarks. The crowd was a little thin, but we were lucky enough to
have Doggy act as RA. He would surely lead us well. This quick-witted scribe noticed during the introductions that we were sadly
missing a running hare. Good thing it was going to be a good run….

If I remember the hare’s directions – there will be arrows. They will always point to more flour. It may or may not be the right flour, but
it would be flour. Seemed straightforward enough. I also noted that besides missing a running hare there was an overabundance of
walkers and a dearth of runners. Looked like just me, Pleasure Chest and Broken Boner. In the old days there may have been
comments about “Is this a f*%$n walking club or a running club?” I think old may be the relative word here.

This is an arrow. There were lots on trail. I found they always pointed me the
right way. Boner, on the other hand, always seemed to follow them to false trails
and checkbacks.
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This was my view during the run.

I am not sure why Boner kept going the wrong way, but
Pleasure Chest and I somewhat enjoyed as he would
run away and then come running back.

On a couple of occasions we got a little confused and this kindly
gentleman in a van pointed us the right direction. He did not offer us
any candy though . Thanks Preemie.
Our other walking hare, ZZ Stop, also kindly offered the occasional hint
when we saw him. Apparently he was also responsible for the false
trails being somewhat less cruel. Thanks ZZ ☺.
We also had the walkers checking for us once! And they actually found
trail! Thanks walkers ☺.

And found a hash hold cleverly disguised as a construction project.

Food and drink were enjoyed by all. And Boner and I somehow found ourselves moving a range out of the house. Good thing we
work for beer.
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When our work was done, it was back to the Ozarks, where this handsome gentleman and his beer were waiting for us:

It is a good hasher that would drive out to Sylvan to deliver our
swill. Thank you Sir Cums.
The circle was good – thanks Doggy☺. CumSee got a birthday
drink, but no Mitzi. I hear she would have taken it from the rear??
Mustang got a painkiller drink after an apparently graceful tumble
on the walk. Some will try anything to get out of a conversation
with Wee Little Bladder.

From there to Buckwildz for the On On where food and
drink was enjoyed by all. And we met Jim and enjoyed
the company of Wet Denim.

All in all another wonderful run in Sylvan. Apparently
hares don’t always lie….. Thanks G-Spot ☺.

ON ON
Mobeys

UpCuming Run
Run # 948 – May 4th 2017
Hare: Broken Boner
Location: Sam’s Café -7101 50th Ave
Prelube: Sam’s Café
On On: TBA

Monthfull of Hares
Run # 949 – May 11th
Hare: Lady Ms Daizey
Location: MacKenzie Trails Boat Launch
Prelube: Murph’s Pub
On On: Mr. Mikes
Run # 950 – May 18th
Hare: Booty Call
Details: TBA

Saturday May 6th 2017

RDH3 20th Anniversary Run

Run # 951 – May 25th
Hare: Whore Sleigher
Details: TBA

PRELUBE STARTS @ 4:45pm
RUN STARTS @ 6pm

Edmonton’s 24th Annual Red Dress Run

Hare(s): 4 old Wankers and a
running hare
Location: Kinex Center -West parking
Lot. Behind Piderney Center Prelube: The Vat Pub
On On: Cobbies - South of Bower Mall

May 13th 2017
Granite Curling Club
Full event registration is only $85 for the full
package. If you can't make the full event it is
$30 for the run only, $25 for the dance only
or $40 for the dinner & dance only.

Don’t Miss It
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